ABSTRACT During the last decades, vaccines have been widely adopted to control or eliminate epidemics. Nevertheless, in practice, a vaccine is usually not completely effective, i.e., there may exist some side effects, which cause individuals to possess different opinions regarding vaccination. Thus, opinion transformation plays an important role in determining the range of epidemic infection. Individuals might be aware of risk due to the process of information spreading, which further affects the spread of epidemics. Moreover, awareness seems to affect the opinion transition process in turn. Motivated by these facts, we investigate the coevolution of vaccination opinion and awareness in a three-layered complex network. The opinion dynamics regarding vaccination evolves on the virtual layer, and the information also spreads on the same layer (for simplicity, these two processes are supported by the same topology). In contrast, biological elements carrying the viruses are transmitted through bodily contact on the physical layer. Furthermore, theoretical analyses through Markov chain are also provided for validation. The corresponding experimental analyses are then performed to investigate the effects of spread or loss of awareness on vaccination rate or epidemic size, and the results are presented and discussed.
Notations:
β U the infectivity probability of the epidemic λ probability of being informed by an aware neighbor for certain unaware individual γ a reduction factor of infectivity probability if preventive measures are taken µ recovery probability for an infected individual δ probability of forgetting the awareness because of seasonal property ω the functioning probability of the vaccine p the probability of transforming to a totally negative/positive opinion θ a factor reflecting the increasing tendency of the opinion transition probability q the probability of transforming to a moderate negative/positive opinion ρ a factor reflecting the reducing tendency of the opinion transition probability
I. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, numerous researchers have devoted considerable effort towards investigating complex networks, where nodes and links usually indicate individuals and various corresponding social ties, respectively [1] , [2] . Specifically, except for traditional isolated networks, lots of studies have turned to integrated networks (also named a network of networks, NON), because they can reflect the interactions of realworld communities and typically exhibit layered properties. For instance, individuals might be connected by different social ties (e.g., family and relatives). Furthermore, with the development of modern technology, individuals might also be connected to other people from different areas or even countries via Internet tools (e.g., Twitter and WeChat).
To mimic such a layered property, multiplex networks have been successfully used to model empirical systems, such as, the European air transport system [3] , and the evolution of cooperation [4] . Among numerous applications of multiplex networks, epidemic spreading is of great interest and has attracted considerable research attentions [5] -10]. In [11] , a twolayered multiplex network consisting of a virtual layer and a physical one was presented, and the process of epidemic spreading under a framework was thoroughly investigated and discussed [12] - [15] . In the physical layer, each node represents an individual, while corresponding connections represent practical body contacts through which biological elements carrying viruses are exchanged among individuals resulting in the spreading of epidemics. Besides, each individual has a proxy in the virtual layer (i.e., a completely overlapped multiplex network), where connections indicate various relationships supported by different tools, such as Interne. Information spreads rapidly in the virtual layer, which plays an important role in affecting the spreading of epidemics [11] , [12] , [15] , [16] . This is due to the reason: in face of an undesirable outcome, such as infection, individuals will inherently take preventive measures, such as reducing the frequency of outside activity, wearing face masks, washing hands to protect themselves [17] - [19] .
Till now, various models have been proposed to mimic the epidemic spreading process, such as the susceptible-infected (SI), susceptible-infected-susceptible (SIS), and susceptibleinfected-recovered (SIR) models [4] . In particular, SIR has been widely adopted to analyze the spreading of H1N1, H5H1 and SARS [20] , and, for simplicity, will also be adopted here. In this model, each individual will be one of three states: susceptible (S), infected (I), or recovered (R).
A susceptible individual might be infected due to practical connections with infected neighbors, which occurs with certain probability (i.e., the infectivity probability). Nevertheless, in multiplex networks, the infectivity probability will be affected because of information spreading in the virtual layer. Once infected, the individual will recover due to the effects of medical treatments or self-rehabilitation. In this manuscript, the infected individual can recover at each time step with certain probability (being referred to as the recovering probability).
To control or eliminate epidemics, vaccines have been widely adopted, for instance, a vaccine against smallpox was discovered and tested by Edward Jenner in 1796 and smallpox has been completely eliminated [21] . Nevertheless, in practice, vaccines sometimes may have side effects, i.e. not completely effective, therefore, the vaccinated individuals might be infected again. Under this background, there may exist some potential resistance to vaccination, due to due to personal beliefs, such as the safety and efficiency of vaccine, religious beliefs, and related considerations [22] . In details, an individual will form her own positive/negative opinion about taking up/rejecting vaccination via communication with others. Consequently, the propagation of opinions regarding vaccines is of great interest, especially on multilayered networks [23] - [28] .
In [22] , opinions regarding vaccination were considered in two-layered multiplex networks. Relying on the opinions of corresponding neighbors, each agent adjusted her own choice via the corresponding transmission probability. For simplicity, the investigated model is referred as susceptiblevaccinated-infected-recovered (SVIR) model. Nevertheless, in practice, an individual's awareness seems to play an important role in the opinion transmission process (usually a positive role in switching to be totally positive if being aware of the epidemic). Hence, the investigation of coevolution of vaccination opinion and awareness is of great interest. In this manuscript, we will study this novel coevolution framework over three-layered complex networks (consisting of two virtual layers and a physical one). The epidemic information spreading process (which causes an unaware individual becoming aware of epidemic) is conducted on the 1 st virtual layer while the vaccination opinion transmission process occurs on the 2 nd virtual layer. For simplicity, these two layers have the same topology. As for the epidemic spreading process, it is conducted on the physical layer. Overall, the epidemic spreading process considered herein is referred as the unaware-aware-unaware SVIR (i.e., UAU-SVIR) model.
Totally, the following is our contributions in this manuscript:
1) The incorporation of individuals' awareness to the evolution process of vaccination opinions; 2) The investigation of epidemic spreading on threelayered complex networks; 3) Different tendency of opinion transition when communicating with certain neighbors; 4) Theoretical analysis of epidemic spreading process through Markov chain analysis by considering the coevolution of awareness and opinions. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II presents some fundamentals related to threelayered complex networks. The coevolution of opinion and awareness spreading processes is presented in Section III. The opinion transitions for different scenarios incorporating the individual's awareness of epidemic are derived. Then, the epidemic spreading process on the physical layer is illustrated in Section IV, and the UAU-SVIR process can be derived accordingly. Theoretical analyses are performed in Section V to validate the model in this manuscript. Corresponding benchmark analyses and results are provided in Section VI. Finally, Section VII concludes the paper.
II. THREE-LAYERED COMPLEX NETWORKS
In this manuscript, three-layered complex networks with two virtual layers and a physical one are considered, illustrated in Fig. 1 As for X V , corresponding value is likely to be in one of two states: unaware (U), i.e., the individual has no information about the epidemic, or aware (A), i.e., the individual is aware of the epidemic and would take preventive measures to protect herself if she is susceptible. An unaware individual will become aware due to the information spreading process on the virtual layer, i.e., U → A. Furthermore, the epidemic is usually seasonal, and an individual is likely to lose her awareness over time; thus, she is likely to be unaware of the epidemic again in the future, i.e., A → U.
For Y V , a M-model was adopted in [29] , where each individual has 2M different states denoting the possible opinions on a given issue. For simplicity, each individual has four possible states regarding vaccinations, i.e., −2 (totally negative), −1 (moderately negative), 1 (moderately positive) and 2 (totally positive), which is similar to [22] . The orientation and intensity of opinions are represented by the sign and absolute value, respectively. In this manuscript, the susceptible individual is vaccinated once she is totally positive (i.e., with a state of 2).
Meanwhile, on the physical layer, biological elements that carry the causative virus of epidemic are exchanged among individuals. Different from the classical SIR model, here individuals might be in a vaccinated state due to the existence of vaccine. Hence, a revised model is presented (referred as the SVIR model), where an individual is anticipated to be in one of four states: susceptible (S), in which the individual is free of the epidemic yet can be affected via contacts with the infected neighbors; vaccinated (V), in which the susceptible individual is vaccinated and has a certain probability of becoming immune (which is affected by the functioning probability of vaccine); infected (I), in which the individual is infected and can affect susceptible neighbors; and recovered (R), in which the infectious individual is recovered immune forever.
In this manuscript, a UAU-SVIR model is considered. For the virtual layer, both awareness and opinion regarding the epidemic coevolve on the same topology. The awareness of a certain individual will play an important role in affecting the opinion transition process, while opinions affect the spreading of awareness indirectly (by affecting the states of individuals on the physical layer).
III. COEVOLUTION PROCESS ON VIRTUAL LAYERS
Evolution of vaccination opinions and epidemic information is conducted on the 1 st and 2 nd virtual layers, with the state of combination denoted by [X V , Y V ]. Due to practical communication on the 1 st layer, vaccination opinions are formed and evolves. While epidemic information is transmitted on First, the information transmitting process is investigated (i.e., X V ∈ {A, U }). Because of the information spreading, an unaware individual becomes aware with probability 1 − r i , where r i represents the probability of individual x i,j not being informed by any aware neighbors, calculated as
, where m represents the total number of neighbors and λ indicates the probability of being informed by an aware neighbor for certain investigated unaware individual. The individual can also maintain the unaware state with probability r i . Nevertheless, due to the property of selfawareness ability, an individual becomes aware of the epidemic immediately once infected. Furthermore, the epidemic is usually seasonal, and an aware individual will become unaware again in the future with a probability δ. The overall information spreading process on the 1 st virtual layer is illustrated in Fig. 2 .
Next, the opinion transition process is studied. At each time step, all the individuals can update their opinions, while for a certain individual i, the neighboring individual j is randomly chosen from the neighbors who can affect the opinion transition of i. For instance, if individual i has an opinion of −2 and the neighbors of individual i have opinions of −2, −1, 1 and 2, then the neighbors with the states of −2 and −1 will not be selected. Thus, for an investigated individual i, the states of neighbors who can affect the opinion of i are presented in Table 1 , where x i and x j represent the corresponding opinion states of individuals i and j, respectively.
The opinion transition process is also be illustrated in Fig. 3 . Here, individual i is the individual whose opinion will be transmitted by incorporating the effect of neighbors (for instance, an individual j).
For the individual i and a selected neighbor j, different state combinations can be classified into the following categories: 
1) Identical orientation:
Possible state combinations are presented in Figs. 3(a) and 3(b). Here, the scenarios of both individuals i and j with states of −2 or 2 are neglected because communication between two extremists with the same orientation has no effect on opinion transition.
• Both are negative. For instance, x j = −2 and
If individual i is unaware, then the corresponding opinion transition from −1 to −2 occurs with probability p; nevertheless, then the transition probability will be reduced if individual i is aware (implemented by applying a multiplier of ρ, 0 < ρ < 1).
• Both are positive. For the scenario where x j = 2 and x i = 1, the state transition probability from 1 to 2 for individual i is provided as p if individual i is unaware. If individual i is aware, then the transition probability will be increased (by a factor of θ , where θ > 1). Here, 0 < θp < 1.
2) Different orientation:
• Individual i is a negative extremist, i.e., x i = −2.
Then, the opinion state of a corresponding individual is switched to −1 with probability q if individual i is unaware of the epidemic. Otherwise, the switching probability is likely to be increased by a factor θ , where θ > 1 (as illustrated in Fig. 3(e) ). Here, 0 < θq < 1.
• Individual i is a moderate extremist. Possible state combinations are presented in Figs. 3(c) and (d).
For instance, x j = 2 and x i = −1. If individual i is unaware, then the corresponding opinion transition from −1 to 1 occurs with probability q. Otherwise, the transition probability is likely to be increased (being implemented by multiplying a factor θ , where θ > 1). For the scenario where x j = −2 and x i = 1, the opinion transition probability from 1 to −1 equals q for the unaware case; nevertheless, the probability is likely to be reduced (by multiplying a factor ρ, where 0 < ρ < 1). As previously presented, the susceptible individual is vaccinated once the corresponding opinion state equals to 2 (for simplicity, we do not incorporate the decisions made by parents for their children). Then, a susceptible individual's probability of being infected is altered due to the vaccination. However, the corresponding opinion state remains constant as long as the vaccinated individual is not infected. Nevertheless, the vaccinated individual might also become infected if the vaccination is not completely effective. Hence, if the vaccinated individual x i is infected, then the corresponding opinion regarding vaccination becomes −2 immediately due to the loss of confidence in the vaccine (as shown in Fig. 4) .
Overall, the opinion updating process regarding vaccination due to the information exchange can be described in Figs. 3 and 4.
IV. SVIR MODEL ON THE PHYSICAL LAYER
As stated in Section III, each individual is in one of four states: susceptible (S), vaccinated (V), infected (I), or recovered (R). A susceptible individual will be infected due to physical contact with her infected neighbors. Nevertheless, the probability of this transition is likely to be affected by the orientation of the person's opinions regarding vaccination, because if an individual holds a totally positive opinion (i.e., +1), then she is likely to vaccinate (as shown in Fig. 4(c) ). The state transitions for S and I on the physical layer are represented in Fig. 5 ; while in Fig. 5(a) and (b) , the individual is supposed to be not totally supportive of vaccination.
If an individual is not vaccinated, such a susceptible agent may be infected due to physical contact with an infected neighbor with probability q U i if she is unaware of the epidemic, as shown in Fig. 5(a) , where q U i indicates the probability of not being affected by any infectious neighbors if x i,j is unaware (i.e.,
) and β U represents the infection probability [11] . Nevertheless, if individual is aware of the epidemic, preventive measures that reduce the infectivity probability by a factor γ might be taken. Hence, for a susceptible and aware individual, the probability of being not infected when connecting with certain neighbor l is calculated as 1 − γβ U p AI l , then the probability of becoming not infected (i.e., q A i ) is calculated as
. Otherwise, the susceptible state remains constant with probability 1 − q A i , as shown in Fig. 5(b) . For a susceptible individual, if she totally supports vaccination, then corresponding state will be vaccinated (V) as in Fig. 5(c) .
Even if the susceptible individual is vaccinated, this agent is not necessarily immune to the epidemic because the vaccine might lose its function. Here, for a vaccinated individual, the possible state at the next time step can be vaccinated or infected due to the failed vaccine.
Here, for a vaccinated and susceptible individual, letq U i andq A i denote the probabilities of not being infected if aware and unware respectively. Here,q U i andq A i are calculated aŝ
respectively, where ω denotes the effective probability of vaccine. Hence, the probabilities of being infected can be determined accordingly (as shown in Fig. 5(d) and (e) for different scenarios respectively). Whereas, an infected individual is likely to recover with probability µ, as shown in Fig. 5(f) . Hence, the probability of not being informed (also referred as unaware) for individual i, i.e., P U ,i (t) is calculated as
where M V refers to the adjacent matrix for the virtual layer of the network. If there exists a link between individuals i and j, then M V ,ij = 1; otherwise, M V ,ij = 0, j ∈ {1, 2, . . . n}.
As indicated by Fig. 5(a) and (b) , the probabilities of not being infected for a susceptible individual (given unaware and aware), i.e., P SU ,NI ,i (t) and P SA,NI ,i (t), are provided as
and
respectively. Here, P SU ,NI ,i (t) = q U i and P SA,NI ,i (t) = q A i . As in Fig. 5(d) , the probability of not being infected for a vaccinated and unaware individual, i.e., P VU ,NI ,i (t), is calculated as
where M P refers to the adjacent matrix for the physical layer of the network. Similarly, if there exists a link between individual i and j, then M P,ij = 1; otherwise M P,ij = 0. Moreover, as shown by Fig. 5(e) , the probability of not being infected for a vaccinated and aware individual, i.e., P VA,NI ,i (t), is given by
Here, P VU ,NI ,i (t) =q U i and P VA,NI ,i (t) =q A i . Furthermore, the expected probabilities of connecting with a positive neighbor and a negative neighbor can be calculated as
respectively, where k V ,i represents the degree for individual i on the virtual layer. By considering the possible transitions on virtual and physical layers presented in Figs. 2, 3 and 5, the possible state combinations at time step t that can be transformed into {U , 2, V } at t + 1 are listed as follows: {U , 2, V }, {U , 1, S}, {A, 2, V }, and {A, 1, S}, while the possible transitions are presented in Fig. 6 . If the current state combination is {U , 2, V }, then corresponding state remains constant if the individual is not infected and unaware; thus, the probability of remaining to be {U , 2, V } is obtained as P i (U , 2, V , t) P VU ,NIi (t) P U ,i (t). Similarly, the transition probabilities from the other state combinations to {U , 2, V } can be derived. Hence, the probability with state combination {U , 2, V } can be derived as
, S, t) P SU ,NI ,i (t) pP pos,i (t) P U ,i (t)
Similarly, the probabilities for the other state combinations can be derived accordingly, as presented in Appendix. Through adopting the above formulas and those in the Appendix, theoretical analyses by Markov chain can be conducted for validation.
VI. BENCHMARK ANALYSIS
The previously depicted model is investigated through Monte Carlo (MC) simulations. The whole process is conducted on three-layered networks, each layer of which is an Erdős-Rényi (ER) network [30] with 1,000 nodes and average degree of k = 4. The epidemic is spreading on the physical layer, while the opinion formation and awareness spreading processes are performed on the virtual ones. Initially, a uniform distribution is adopted for the opinion of Fig. 3 , the following relationships should be met: θ > 1 and 0 < ρ < 1. For simplicity, we assume that θ = 1 ρ . ψ = θ ρ = θ 2 is defined to reflect the tendency of transmission. In particular, max(p, q) < 1 θ < 1; this indicates θ p < 1 and θ q < 1. If ψ = 1, then θ = 1; this indicates the standard transition scenario. For ψ 1 (i.e., θ 1), θ is a considerably larger value, which indicates that the transition to be an extremist is easier and negative values are less likely.
Firstly, simulations are performed to investigate the relationship between the parameter combination of (β U , ω) and the fraction of recovered individuals for two different scenarios (i.e., with and without virtual layers as shown in Fig. 7 (b) and (d) respectively); furthermore, theoretical analysis through Markov chain approaches are also conducted to validate the above two scenarios, as presented in Fig. 7 (a) and (c) respectively. As per by the results in Fig. 7 , the simulation and theoretical results coincide well, which confirms the accuracy of the presented model. Inherently, a larger β U causes more individuals being affected. Whereas for a fixed β U , the fraction of recovered individuals reduces with the increase of ω; this is due to the reason that a larger ω usually indicates a higher functioning probability of vaccine, then a smaller infection probability will be incurred. For comparison, the results of scenario without virtual layers are also presented; as indicated, the range of individuals being affected is reduced if virtual layer is considered.
Next, we investigate the relationship between ω and the fraction of vaccinated/recovered individuals if different λ is considered, and corresponding results are presented in Fig. 8(a) and (b) . As in Fig. 8(a) , for a certain λ, the fraction of vaccinated individuals increases if larger λ is adopted, while this effect if even apparent for smaller λ. We can see that the incorporation of virtual layer plays a positive role in increasing the whole vaccination level. For large ω (for instance, ω > 0.8), susceptible individuals are apt to be vaccinated and protected more efficiently. Under such a case, the effect of incorporating virtual is not obvious. Furthermore, when λ varies from 0.5 and 0.9, the impact is even more obvious.
Furthermore, we also study the effects of varying λ on the fraction of recovered individuals in Fig. 8(b) . We can find that the increasing of λ plays a positive role in protecting the investigated community, i.e., with the increase of λ, the fraction of recovered individuals decreases; this is because people are more likely to take protective measures to protect themselves and harder to be infected for larger λ.
As well, the impacts of varying δ are also considered in Fig. 8(c) . We can find that increasing δ plays a negative role in the vaccinating process, i.e., with the increase of δ, the fraction of vaccinated individuals decreases. Nevertheless, for larger ω, for instance, ω > 0.8, the effects of δ on the fraction of vaccinated individuals are limited. Furthermore, we also consider the effect of varying δ on the fraction of recovered individuals by varying ω in Fig. 8(d) . The fraction of recovered individuals increases if larger δ is adopted. This is due to the reason that individuals are more likely to take measures to protect themselves and easier to be infected. Then, the number of recovered individuals increases for large δ. Here, we can see that the effect of increasing δ is the same as decreasing λ. We also try to investigate the effects of incorporating virtual layer on the fraction of vaccinated/recovered individuals. The relationships between the fraction of vaccinated/recovered individuals and δ are presented in Fig. 9 (a) and (b) respectively. As indicated, the range of vaccinated individuals reduces if larger δ is chosen for a fixed λ; whereas a different trend exists for the fraction of recovered individuals. According to previous conclusion that the effect of increasing δ is the same as decreasing λ, thus, for a fixed δ, the range of vaccinated/recovered individuals increases/decreases if a large λ is adopted. We can also conclude that, the incorporation of virtual layer will promote the controlling of epidemics, and the vaccination process will be further promoted for larger λ.
Then, the effects of different combinations of (λ, δ) on focused variables (i.e., fraction of recovered individuals) are further discussed. For simulations conducted here, all parameters remain the same as those for Fig. 7 except λ and δ. Corresponding results are presented in Fig. 10(a) ; for validation, results obtained through Markov chain analyses are also presented in Fig. 10 (b) . We can find that the results obtained by different approaches coincide well. As illustrated in Fig. 10(a) , for a fixed λ, the proportion of recovered individual increases if a large δ is adopted. This is because aware individuals are more likely to forget the epidemic information and easier to be infected with the lack of protective measures. If λ is relatively small, for instance, λ < 0.2, corresponding impact of varying δ is largely limited because in such a case the fraction of aware individuals is limited. Overall, the impact of λ can be explained from two aspects: 1) increasing of λ plays a positive role in increasing the number of vaccinated individuals, which then reduces the probability of being infected; 2) increasing of λ plays a positive role in the information spreading process, which increases the probability of taking preventive measures, and incurs a lower infection probability.
Whereas for a fixed δ, the proportion of recovered individuals reduces if a large λ is adopted. This is due to the reason that the epidemic information is likely to spread more effectively if λ increases. Thus, more individuals will take preventive measures and infection will decline. Less infected individuals indicate less recovered individuals. Hence, we can conclude that the information spreading is likely to mitigate the tendency of infection, while the seasonal nature of the epidemic (i.e., awareness forgetting) is likely to play a negative role in community health. This is consistent with our previous conclusions.
Moreover, we try to investigate the effect of varying λ or δ on the fraction of extremists (both totally negative and positive) in Fig. 11 . As presented in Fig. 11(a) , below ω ∼ = 0.9, the fraction of totally positive individuals increases if large λ is adopted, which indicates that λ plays an important role in the formation of totally positive individuals. Nevertheless, above ω ∼ = 0.9, λ plays a negative role in the formation of totally positive individuals (i.e., larger λ indicates less individuals with totally positive opinion). In Fig. 11(c) , δ plays different roles in the formation of totally positive individuals for δ > 0.5 and δ < 0.5. As in Fig. 11(b) , the fraction of totally negative individuals decreases if larger λ is adopted. Furthermore, if smaller δ is adopted as in Fig. 11(d) , individuals are more likely to be totally negative.
Furthermore, we also try to investigate the impact of different tendency of opinion transition (i.e., different value of VOLUME 7, 2019 FIGURE 12. Illustration of the fraction of (a) totally positive individuals and (b) totally negative individuals for different θ .
θ > 1 and 0 < ρ < 1). For simplicity, we assume θ = 1 ρ , and mainly focused on the impact of varying θ . Due to the limitations of θ p < 1 and θ q < 1, three scenarios are investigated here (i.e., θ = 1, 5, and 10). As presented in Fig. 12(a) , the fraction of individuals in totally positive opinion increases with increasing θ . Furthermore, the effects of varying θ on the fraction of totally negative individuals are also presented in Figs. 12(b). Increasing θ is able to increase the number of individuals with totally negative opinions. This is due to the reason that a large θ indicates that the individuals are more likely to be from negative opinions which promotes the vaccinating process.
VII. CONCLUSION
Vaccines are capable of effectively controlling or eliminating epidemic spreading. Nevertheless, in practice, sometimes vaccines are not completely effective, and side effects might also occur. Hence, individuals might possess different opinions regarding vaccination. In this manuscript, a three-layered complex model was adopted for the epidemic spreading process. Information related to the epidemic propagated in the virtual layer, potentially resulting in the individuals achieving awareness. Moreover, to investigate the effects of awareness on the opinion transition process, we investigated the coevolution of awareness and opinions regarding vaccination. The opinion dynamics regarding vaccination was considered in the manuscript; for simplicity, the opinion dynamics evolved in the virtual layer (having the same topology as the awareness spreading layer). Corresponding transition rules were derived, and a benchmark analysis was performed to incorporate the coevolution of awareness spreading and vaccination. Furthermore, theoretical analyses were also conducted to validate the accuracy of presented model. As revealed by the simulation results, the incorporation of awareness spreading is likely to affect opinion spreading regarding vaccination, which affects the range of individuals being affected indirectly. The tendency toward opinion transferring was also considered. Furthermore, the effects of varying λ and δ on the fraction of recovered or vaccinated individuals were also incorporated. As discussed, awareness spreading is effective in controlling an epidemic by promoting vaccination and individuals' self-protection, while the seasonal nature of an epidemic will play a negative role in controlling the spread of disease.
APPENDIX
In this appendix, for the parameters θ and ρ in Fig. 3 , the following relationships hold true according to the corresponding analysis: θ > 1 and 0 < ρ < 1. For simplicity, we assume that θ = 1 ρ . By considering the possible transitions on virtual and physical layers as presented in Figs. 2, 3 and 5, the probabilities of possible state combinations at time step t + 1 are listed as follows
P i (U , −2, S, t + 1)
P i (A, 1, I , t + 1)
P i (U , 2,R, t + 1)
P i (A, −1, S, t + 1)
P i (A, −2, S, t + 1) × θ qP pos (t) (1 − δ) + P i (U , 2,R, t) qP neg (t)
× (1 − P U ,i (t)) + P i (U , 1, R, t) × 1 − pP pos (t) − qP neg (t) (1 − P U ,i (t))
+ P i (U , −1, R, t) qP pos (t) (1 − P U ,i (t))
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